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«Californian sun from Switzerland»
(musikblog Miwi)

«It is, actually, a pure joy to listen to Before The Birds Start To Sing. It is full of
u-turns and little surprises. And it is what lovers of albums want. Each song is
strong and can perfectly stand on its own. However, put together, all the songs
become something even more special. They complement each other and make
each other shine. It is a real album. And, more importantly, a brilliant one!»
(musikblog Sway and Breathe)

«NEO&NEO connect authenticity and good melodies»
(radio RSD)
«Singer-songwriter to capture the whole wide world. NEO&NEO sound a bit like
the wideness of America, a bit like the green hills of England – but still they are
descendents from good old Switzerland»
(TV JOIZ)

«You should definitely keep an eye on NEO&NEO. Before the Birds Start to
Sing is their first LP, and it certainly doesn’t sound like a first LP. If they keep
doing what they’re doing, and finding the right support (like they did when they
snagged Swiss producer Philippe Laffer), you’d be missing out by missing them»
(musicblog, That’s Why We Musyc)

«Indie-Folk, ballads, sixties-feeling. NEO&NEO focus on well
thought out arrangements»
(newspaper, BAZ)

«Before the Birds Start to Sing is more than a music album. It's an opportunity to
feel authentic emotions and create new perspectives (...) High Spirits brings me
to tears. I've been there, no, I am there quite often. It's that fight between the
highs and lows of life. This song is my favorite track on the album»
(musicblog, Helvetune)

INDIE FOLK FROM SWITZERLAND
NEO&NEO has played over 100 shows in Switzerland, Germany and Lebanon.
The band released their first longplayer «Before The Birds Start To Sing» in
September 2016. It was elected «album of the week» by several Swiss radio
stations and positively reviewed on international musicblogs all over the globe.
«I Lost My Heart In San Antonia» was the first single of the album and it quickly
made it to the Swiss radio charts.
BAND
Dominik Robin (vocals, acoustic guitar), Raphael Schneider (electric guitar,
backing vocals), Yannick Schmutz (drums, backing vocals). Live: Benedict
Schönenberger (base).
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